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Reviewer's report:

There are still a number of grammatical errors. Examples are (but not limited to):
P5 para2 line11: …gene dosage real-time PCR …. (should be: … quantitative real-time PCR)
P7 kline 20: …… "mine" the hidden relationship…….
P8 line 5: …….which "leaded" to………
P9 line 8: …… detection power "increasing" with gestational week
P10 line 2: ……… corresponding "to" 0% of false negative rate….
P10 line 10: ……… In another words……

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.
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